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The con nuously increasing technical challenges for the scaling of mainstream memory technologies inspired the
recent tremendous investments on next‐genera on nonvola le memory (NVM) technologies. Many candidates, i.e.,
phase change memory, magne c memory, and resis ve memory, have been iden fied and extensively studied. Various
new applica ons are also invented by leveraging their a rac ve characteris cs such as non‐vola lity, high integra on
density, nanosecond access me, etc. In this presenta on, I will give a comprehensive overview on the revolu on‐
ary spintronic technologies and the applica on of on‐chip caches. I will start with spin‐transfer torque random access
memory (STT‐RAM) at the early of stage of commercializa on and then extend the talk to emerging racetrack memory
that has been successfully demonstrated at device and small array level. In STT‐RAM development, mul ‐level cell
(MLC) that doubles the data storage density and hence has gained great a en on. The use of MLC in STT‐RAM caches,
however, encounters a number of design challenges, including the limited density benefit of the MLC design and the de‐
graded performance and reliability induced by the mul ‐step accesses. Advanced spintronic technology, i.e., racetrack
memory, enables an extremely high storage density and oﬀers a "faster‐than‐Moore's law" scaling path. However,
poten ally unorthodox new memory hierarchies are necessary to take maximum advantages of the fast but pseu‐
do‐sequen al access of racetrack memory. Our latest research outcomes on these topics will be presented and discussed.
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